**CRYSTAL MAGIC COLLECTION**

Vesta’s Crystal Magic Collection exudes the kind of high elegance that inspires awe. These finials represent the opulent eye-catching sparkle of high-leaded French crystal. All finials are precision hand-cut and available in a variety of rich colors and six base finishes. Designed as newel post toppers, they may also be used as drapery finials for 2¼” diameter poles (Highland Timber Collection, pg. 32-35 & Hunley Collection, pg. 36-39).

**AVAILABILITY:**
special order 3-4 weeks, no returns

**PRIMARY MATERIALS:**
- crystal, brass

**DIAMETER & BRACKET REQUIREMENTS:**
2¼”D. Highland Timber (pg. 32-35) & Hunley (pg. 36-39)

**SHIPPING & ADDITIONAL NOTES:**
Extra care must be taken when using as drapery finials due to the weight of the finials. Please be certain that the finials are firmly affixed to the rod you select in order to avoid personal injury and to protect your investment.

**AVAILABLE BASE FINISHES:**
- AB = antique brass
- BB = brushed brass
- BN = brushed nickel
- OB = old black
- PB = polished brass
- PC = polished chrome

**HAVE QUESTIONS?**
800.638.3782
or request a quotation: sales@ivesta.com
CRYSTAL MAGIC COLLECTION

BLOWN CRYSTAL FINIALS

A - Amber, B - Blue, G - Green, R - Red, Y - Yellow

Use this color key to specify crystal color other than clear (for blown finials) when you place your order. Finial bases are standard in polished brass but you may specify antique brass, brushed brass, brushed nickel, old black or polished chrome for an additional charge.

#581247
blown lead crystal
4"W, 6¼"L
*carved

#581251
blown lead crystal
4"W, 6¼"L
*painted

#581242
blown lead crystal
4"W, 6¼"L

#581268 (R,G,B)
blown lead crystal
(2-colored)
4"W, 6¼"L

#581226
blown lead crystal
4"W, 5¼"L
*low base

#581224
blown lead crystal
4"W, 5¼"L
*low base

A. #581228
blown lead crystal
4"W, 5¼"L

B. #581243
blown lead crystal
4"W, 6¼"L

C. #581249
blown lead crystal
4"W, 6¼"L

D. #581244
blown lead crystal
4"W, 6¼"L

E. #581240
blown lead crystal
4"W, 6¼"L

F. #581222
blown lead crystal
4"W, 5¼"L

#581245
blown lead crystal - 4"W, 6¼"L

SOLID CRYSTAL FINIALS
available only in clear

I. #581230
4"W, 5¼"L

J. #581235
(faceted)
4"W, 5¼"L

Availability: special order 3-4 weeks, no returns | Available Base Finishes: AB, BB, BN, OB, PB, PC | Materials: crystal, brass

Hardware dimensions describe the physical size of an item - not the pole size it’s compatible with.